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Documentary 

& Factual 1

1. Who narrated Thames Television's ground-breaking 1973 documentary 'The World at War’?

2. What is the name of Jeremy Clarkson's farm in the TV series 'Clarkson's Farm’?

3. What was the name of the 2021 documentary focusing on Britney Spears and her conservatorship?

4. The 2020 Netflix Documentary 'Tiger King' focuses on who, the eccentric owner of the GW Zoo in Wynnewood,

Oklahoma?

5. What David Attenborough nature documentary premiered in 2001 and was described as the 'first ever

comprehensive series on the natural history of the world's oceans’?

6. What Canadian documentary series started in 2019 focuses on controversial subjects and events within the

realm of professional wrestling?

7. What factual tv series focusing on science and technology, ran for 17 seasons from 2003 to 2018?

8. What English comedian went on 'Travels with his father’?

9. Which python went 'Around the world in 80 days' in 1989?

10. What British true crime documentary tells the story of the Israeli conman Simon Leviev (born Shimon

Hayut) who used the dating application Tinder to connect with individuals who he then emotionally

manipulated into financially supporting his lavish lifestyle?

11. What was the name of the 2020 Netflix Documentary that followed filmmaker Craig Foster forging a

relationship with a wild common octopus in a South African kelp forest?

12. What is the name of the remarkable true story about identical triplet brothers adopted by separate families

as infants, and how they discovered each other at 19-years-old?
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Quizmaster Answers

1. Laurence Olivier

2. Diddly Squat Farm

3. Framing Britney Spears

4. Joe Exotic

5. The Blue Planet

6. Dark Side of the Ring

7. MythBusters

8. Jack Whitehall

9. Michael Palin

10. The Tinder Swindler

11. My Octopus Teacher

12. Three Identical Strangers

1. Who narrated Thames Television's ground-breaking 1973 documentary 'The World at War’?

2. What is the name of Jeremy Clarkson's farm in the TV series 'Clarkson's Farm’?

3. What was the name of the 2021 documentary focusing on Britney Spears and her conservatorship?

4. The 2020 Netflix Documentary 'Tiger King' focuses on who, the eccentric owner of the GW Zoo in Wynnewood,

Oklahoma?

5. What David Attenborough nature documentary premiered in 2001 and was described as the 'first ever

comprehensive series on the natural history of the world's oceans’?

6. What Canadian documentary series started in 2019 focuses on controversial subjects and events within the

realm of professional wrestling?

7. What factual tv series focusing on science and technology, ran for 17 seasons from 2003 to 2018?

8. What English comedian went on 'Travels with his father’?

9. Which python went 'Around the world in 80 days' in 1989?

10. What British true crime documentary tells the story of the Israeli conman Simon Leviev (born Shimon

Hayut) who used the dating application Tinder to connect with individuals who he then emotionally

manipulated into financially supporting his lavish lifestyle?

11. What was the name of the 2020 Netflix Documentary that followed filmmaker Craig Foster forging a

relationship with a wild common octopus in a South African kelp forest?

12. What is the name of the remarkable true story about identical triplet brothers adopted by separate families

as infants, and how they discovered each other at 19-years-old?
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